Text data are ubiquitous and play an essential role in big data applications. However, text data are mostly unstructured. Transforming unstructured text into structured units (e.g., semantically meaningful phrases) will substantially reduce semantic ambiguity and enhance the power and efficiency at manipulating such data using database technology. Thus mining quality phrases is a critical research problem in the field of databases. In this paper, we propose a new framework that extracts quality phrases from text corpora integrated with phrasal segmentation. The framework requires only limited training but the quality of phrases so generated is close to human judgment. Moreover, the method is scalable: both computation time and required space grow linearly as corpus size increases. Our experiments on large text corpora demonstrate the quality and efficiency of the new method.
INTRODUCTION
Mining quality phrases refers to automatically extracting salient phrases from a given corpus. It is a fundamental task for text analytics of various domains, such as science, news, social media and enterprise documents. In these large, dynamic collections of documents, analysts are often interested in variable-length phrases, including scientific concepts, events, organizations, products, slogans and so on. Efficient extraction of quality phrases enable a large body of applications to transform from word granularity to phrase granularity. Examples of such applications include topic tracking [21] , OLAP on multi-dimensional text collections [40] , and document categorization. For keyword search, the extracted phrases facilitate selective indexing, query suggestion and other tasks. Also, extraction of phrases is critical towards information extraction because many concepts, entities and relations are manifested in phrases.
Though the study of this task originates from the natural language processing (NLP) community, the challenge has been recognized of applying NLP tools in the emerging big * Equal Contribution Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. data that deviate from rigorous language rules. Query logs, social media messages, and textual transaction records are just a few examples. Therefore, researchers have sought more general data-driven approaches, primarily based on the frequent pattern mining principle [2, 34] . The early work focuses on efficiently retrieving recurring word sequences, but many such sequences do not form meaningful phrases. More recent work filters or ranks them according to frequency-based statistics. However, the raw frequency from the data tends to produce misleading quality assessment, and the outcome is unsatisfactory, as the following example demonstrates. Example 1 (Raw Frequency-based Phrase Mining). Consider a set of scientific publications and the raw frequency counts of two phrases 'relational database system' and 'support vector machine' and their subsequences in the frequency column of Table 1 . The numbers are hypothetical but manifest several key observations: (i) the frequency generally decreases with the phrase length; (ii) both good and bad phrases can possess high frequency (e.g., 'support vector' and 'vector machine'); and (iii) the frequency of one sequence (e.g., 'relational database system') and its subsequences can have a similar scale of another sequence (e.g., 'support vector machine') and its counterparts.
Obviously, a method that ranks the word sequences solely according to the frequency will output many false phrases such as 'vector machine'. In order to address this problem, different heuristics have been proposed based on comparison of a sequence's frequency and its sub-(or super-)sequences, assuming that a good phrase should have high enough (normalized) frequency compared with its sub-sequences and/or super-sequences [29, 12] . However, such heuristics can hardly differentiate the quality of, e.g., 'support vector' and 'vector machine' because their frequency are so close. Finally, even if the heuristics can indeed draw a line between 'support vector' and 'vector machine' by discriminating their frequency (between 160 and 150), the same separation could fail for another case like 'relational database' and 'database system'.
Using the frequency in Table 1 , all heuristics will produce identical predictions for 'relational database' and 'vector machine', guaranteeing one of them wrong. This example suggests the intrinsic limitations of using raw frequency counts, especially in judging whether a sequence is too long (longer than a minimum semantic unit), too short (broken and not informative), or right in length. It is a critical bottleneck for all frequency-based quality assessment.
In this work, we address this bottleneck, proposing to rectify the decisive raw frequency that hinders discovering the true quality of a phrase. The goal of the rectification is 
4.
The support vector method is a new general method of function estimation ...
5.
A standard feature vector machine learning setup is used to describe...
6.
Relevance vector machine has an identical functional form to the support vector machine ...
7.
The basic goal for object-oriented relational database is to bridge the gap between...
The first 4 instances should provide positive counts to these sequences, while the last three instances should not provide positive counts to 'vector machine' or 'relational database' because they should not be interpreted as a whole phrase (instead, sequences like 'feature vector' and 'relevance vector machine' can). Suppose one can correctly count true occurrences of the sequences, and collect rectified frequency as shown in the rectified column of Table 1 . The rectified frequency now clearly distinguishes 'vector machine' from the other phrases, since 'vector machine' rarely occurs as a whole phrase.
The success of this approach relies on reasonably accurate rectification. Simple arithmetics of the raw frequency, such as subtracting one sequence's count with its quality super sequence, are prone to error. First, which super sequences are quality phrases is a question itself. Second, it is contextdependent to decide whether a sequence should be deemed a whole phrase. For example, the fifth instance in Example 2 prefers 'feature vector' and 'machine learning' over 'vector machine', even though neither 'feature vector machine' nor 'vector machine learning' is a quality phrase. The context information is lost when we only collect the frequency counts.
In order to recover the true frequency with best effort, we ought to examine the context of every occurrence of each word sequence and decide whether to count it as a phrase. The examination for one occurrence may involve enumeration of alternative possibilities, such as extending the sequence or breaking the sequence, and comparison among them. The test for word sequence occurrences could be expensive, losing the advantage in efficiency of the frequent pattern mining approaches.
Facing the challenge of accuracy and efficiency, we propose a segmentation approach named phrasal segmentation, and integrate it with the phrase quality assessment in a unified framework with linear complexity (w.r.t the corpus size). First, the segmentation assigns every word occurrence to only one phrase. In the first instance of Example 2, 'relational database system' are bundled as a single phrase. Therefore, it automatically avoids double counting 'relational database' and 'database system' within this instance. Similarly, the segmentation of the fifth instance contributes to the count of 'feature vector' and 'machine learning' instead of 'feature', 'vector machine' and 'learning'. This strategy condenses the individual tests for each word sequence and reduces the overall complexity while ensures correctness. Second, though there are an exponential number of possible partitions of the documents, we are concerned with those relevant to the phrase extraction task only. Therefore, we can integrate the segmentation with the phrase quality assessment, such that (i) only frequent phrases with reasonable quality are taken into consideration when enumerating partitions; and (ii) the phrase quality guides the segmentation, and the segmentation rectifies the phrase quality estimation. Such an integrated framework benefits from mutual enhancement, and achieves both high quality and high efficiency. Finally, both the phrase quality and the segmentation results are useful from an application point of view. The segmentation results are especially desirable for tasks like document indexing, categorization or retrieval.
The main contributions lie in the following aspects: • Realizing the limitation of raw frequency-based phrase mining, we propose a segmentation-integrated framework to rectify the raw frequency. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to integrate phrase extraction and phrasal segmentation and mutually benefit each other.
• The proposed method is scalable: both computation time and required space grow linearly as corpus size increases. It is easy to parallelize as well.
• Experimental results demonstrate that our method is efficient, generic, and highly accurate. Case studies indicate that the proposed method significantly improves applications like interesting phrase mining [5, 17, 28] and relevant word/phrase search [27] .
RELATED WORK 2.1 Quality Phrase Mining
Automatic extraction of quality phrases (i.e., multiword semantic units) from massive, dynamically growing corpora gains increasing attention due to its value in text analytics of various domains. As the origin, the NLP community has conducted extensive studies [38, 16, 30, 41, 4] . With predefined POS rules, one can generate noun phrases from each document 1 . However, such rule-based methods usually suffer in domain adaptation. Supervised noun phrase chunking techniques [31, 39, 10] leverage annotated documents to automatically learn rules based on POS-tagged corpus. These supervised methods may utilize more sophisticated NLP features such as dependency parser to further enhance the precision [20, 25] . The various kinds of linguistic processing, domain-dependent language rules, and expensive human labeling make it challenging to apply to emerging big corpora. Another kind of approaches explore frequency statistics in document collections [13, 32, 29, 12, 15] . Most of them leverage a variety of statistical measures derived from a corpus to estimate phrase quality. Therefore, they do not rely on linguistic feature generation, domain-specific rules or large training sets, and can process massive corpora efficiently. In [29] , several indicators, including frequency and comparison to super/sub-sequences, were proposed to extract n-grams that are not only popular but also concise as concepts. Deane [13] proposed a heuristic metric over frequency distribution based on Zipfian ranks, to measure lexical association for phrase candidates.
Different from aforementioned methods, this work considers integrating phrasal segmentation with phrase quality estimation to further rectify the inaccurate phrase quality initially estimated, based on local occurrence context. Meanwhile, our phrase quality estimation explores statistical features using rectified phrase frequencies, which provides a principled way to refine the phrase quality assessment.
Our work is also related to keyphrase extraction in terms of deriving a variety of statistical measures for finding quality phrases [26, 19, 24] . However, keyphrase extraction focuses on deriving from each single document most prominent phrases, instead of from the entire corpus. In [5, 17, 28] , interesting phrases can be queried efficiently for ad-hoc subsets of a corpus, while the phrases are based on simple frequent pattern mining methods.
Word Sequence Segmentation
In our solution, phrasal segmentation is integrated with phrase quality assessment, as a critical component for rectifying phrase frequency. Formally, phrasal segmentation aims to partition a sequence into disjoint subsequences each mapping to a semantic unit, i.e., word or phrase. In terms of identifying semantic units, existing work includes query segmentation [36, 23] , phrase chunking [37, 7, 14] , and Chinese word segmentation [35, 9] , following either supervised setting on labeled data, or unsupervised setting on large corpus. In [36] , Tan and Pang proposed a generative model in unsupervised setting which adopted n-gram frequency from a large corpus and used expectation maximization for computing segment scores. Li et al. [23] leveraged query click-through data based on a bigram language model and further refined retrieval model with query segmentation.
The phrasal segmentation step in our proposed framework incorporates the estimated phrase quality as guidance on partition of sequences, which does not rely on external sources such as Wikipedia and click-through data and achieves good efficiency. It mainly serves the purpose of rectifying phrase frequencies.
PRELIMINARIES
This paper deals with quality phrase extraction from a large collection of documents. The input documents can be any textual word sequences with arbitrary lengths, such as articles, titles, queries, tags, memos, messages and records. A phrase is a sequence of words that appear contiguously in the text, and serves as a whole (non-composible) semantic unit in certain context of the given documents. Its raw frequency is the total count of its occurrences. There is no universally accepted definition of phrase quality. However, it is useful to quantify phrase quality based on certain criteria. We use a value between 0 and 1 to indicate the quality of each phrase, and specify four requirements of a good phrase, which conform with previous work.
• Popularity: Since many phrases are invented and adopted by people, it could change over time or occasions whether a sequence of words should be regarded as a non-composible semantic unit. When relational database was first introduced in 1970 [11] , 'data base' was a simple composition of two words, and then with its gained popularity people even invented a new word 'database', clearly as a whole semantic unit. 'vector machine' is not a meaningful phrase in machine learning community, but it is a phrase in hardware design. Quality phrases should occur with sufficient frequency in a given document collection.
• Concordance: Concordance refers to the collocation of tokens in such frequency that is significantly higher than what is expected due to chance. A commonly-used example of a phraseological-concordance is the two candidate phrases 'strong tea' and 'powerful tea' [18] . One would assume that the two phrases appear in similar frequency, yet in the English language, the phrase 'strong tea' is considered more proper and appears in much higher frequency. Because a concordant phrase's frequency deviates from what is expected, we consider them belonging to a whole semantic unit.
• Informativeness: A phrase is informative if it is indicative of a specific topic. 'This paper' is a popular and concordant phrase, but not informative in research publication corpus.
• Completeness: Long frequent phrases and their subsets may both satisfy the above criteria. A complete phrase should be interpreted as a whole semantic unit in certain context. In the previous discussion of Example 2, the sequence 'vector machine' does not appear as a complete phrase. Note that a phrase and its subphrase can both be valid in appropriate context. For example, 'relational database system', 'relational database' and 'database system' can all be valid in certain context.
Efficiently and accurately extracting quality phrases is the main goal of this study. For generality, we allow users to provide a few examples of quality phrases and inferior ones. The estimated quality should therefore align with these labeled examples. Previous work has overlooked some of the requirements and made assumptions against them. For example, most work assumes a phrase candidate should either be included as a phrase, or excluded entirely, without analyzing the context it appears. Parameswaran et al. [29] assumed that if a phrase candidate with length n is a good phrase, its length n − 1 prefix and suffix cannot be a good phrase simultaneously. We do not make such assumptions. Instead, we take a context-dependent analysis approachphrasal segmentation.
A phrasal segmentation defines a partition of a sequence into subsequences, such that every subsequence corresponds to either a single word or a phrase. Example 2 shows instances of such partitions, where all phrases with high quality are marked by brackets . The phrasal segmentation is distinct from word, sentence or topic segmentation tasks in natural language processing. It is also different from the syntactic or semantic parsing which relies on grammar to decompose the sentences with rich structures like parse trees. Phrasal segmentation provides the necessary granularity we need to extract quality phrases. The total count of times for a phrase to appear in the segmented corpus is called rectified frequency.
It is beneficial to acknowledge that a sequence's segmentation may not be unique, due to two reasons. First, as we mentioned above, a word sequence may be regarded as a phrase or not, depending on the adoption customs. Some phrases, like 'bridge the gap' in the last instance of Example 2, are subject to a user's requirement. Therefore, we seek for segmentation that accommodates the phrase quality, which is learned from user-provided examples. Second, a sequence could be ambiguous and have different interpretations. Nevertheless, in most cases, it does not require perfect segmentation, no matter if such a segmentation exists, to extract quality phrases. In a large document collection, the popularly adopted phrases appear many times in a variety of context. Even with a few mistakes or debatable partitions, a reasonably high quality segmentation (e.g., yielding no partition like 'support vector machine ') would retain sufficient support (i.e., rectified frequency) for these quality phrases, albeit not for false phrases with high raw frequency.
With the above discussions, we have formalizations: Definition 1 (Phrase Quality). Phrase quality is defined to be the possibility of a multi-word sequence being a coherent semantic unit, according to the above four criteria. Given a phrase v, its phrase quality is:
where v refers to the event that the words in v compose a phrase. For a single word w, we define Q(w) = 1. For phrases, Q is to be learned from data.
For example, a good quality estimator is able to return Q(relational database system) ≈ 1 and Q(vector machine) ≈ 0. Definition 2 (Phrasal Segmentation). Given a word sequence C = w1w2 . . . wn of length n, a segmentation S = s1s2 . . . sm for C is induced by a boundary index sequence B = {b1, b2, . . . , bm+1} satisfying 1 = b1 < b2 < . . . < bm+1 = n+1, where a segment st = w b t w b t +1 . . . w b t +|s t |−1 .
Here |st| refers to the number of words in segment st. Since bt + |st| = bt+1, for clearness we use w [b t ,b t+1 ) to denote word sequence w b t w b t +1 · · · w b t +|s t |−1 . Example 3 . Continuing our previous Example 2 and specifically for the first instance, the word sequence and marked segmentation are C = a relational database system for images S = / a / relational database system / for / images / with a boundary index sequence B = {1, 2, 5, 6, 7} indicating the location of segmentation symbol /.
Based on these definitions, the main input of quality phrase mining task is a corpus with a small set L of labeled quality phrases andL of inferior ones. The corpus can be represented by a giant word sequence C = C1 . . . CD, where C d is the word sequence of document d, d = 1 . . . D. Each document can be further partitioned into smaller pieces based on different properties of the corpus, such as sentences according to punctuation. The output is a ranked list of phrases with decreasing quality, together with a segmented corpus.
QUALITY PHRASE MINING
We first present the full procedure of phrase mining. Then we introduce each of them in following subsections.
1. Generate frequent phrase candidates according to popularity requirement (Sec. 4.1).
2. Estimate phrase quality based on features about concordance and informativeness requirements (Sec. 4.2).
3. Estimate rectified frequency via phrasal segmentation (Sec. 4.3).
4. Add segmentation-based features derived from rectified frequency into the feature set of phrase quality classifier (Sec. 4.4). Repeat step 2 and 3.
5. Filter phrases with low rectified frequencies to satisfy the completeness requirement as post-processing step.
An complexity analysis for this framework is given at Sec 4.5 to show that both of its computation time and required space grow linearly as the corpus size increases.
Frequent Phrase Detection
Algorithm 1: Frequent Phrase Detection Input: Corpus C, minimum support threshold τ . Output: Raw frequency dictionary f of frequent phrases and words. f ← an empty dictionary index ← an empty dictionary
The task of detecting frequent phrases can be defined as collecting aggregate counts for all phrases in a corpus that satisfy a certain minimum support threshold τ , accordding to the popularity requirement. In practice, one can also set a maximum phrase length ω to restrict the phrase length. Even if no explicit restriction is added, ω is typically a small constant. For efficiently mining these frequent phrases, we draw upon two properties:
1. Downward Closure property: If a phrase is not frequent, then any its super-phrase is guaranteed to be not frequent. Therefore, those longer phrases will be filtered and never expanded. 2. Prefix property: If a phrase is frequent, any its prefix units should be frequent too. In this way, all the frequent phrases can be generated by expanding their prefixes.
The algorithm for detecting frequent phrases is given in Alg. 1. We use C[·] to index a word in the corpus string and |C| to denote the corpus size. The ⊕ operator is for concatecating two words or phrases. Alg. 1 returns a keyvalue dictionary f . Its keys are vocabulary U containing all frequent phrases P, and words U \ P. Its values are their raw frequency.
Phrase Quality Estimation
Estimating phrase quality from only a few training labels is challenging since a huge number of phrase candidates might be generated from the first step and they are messy. Instead of using one or two statistical measures [16, 30, 15] , we choose to compute multiple features for each candidate in P. A classifier is trained on these features to predict quality Q for all unlabeled phrases. For phrases not in P, their quality is simply 0.
We divide the features into two categories according to concordance and informativeness requirements in the following two subsections. Only representative features are introduced for clearness. We then discuss about the classifier in Sec. 4.2.3.
Concordance Features
This set of features is designed to measure concordance among sub-units of a phrase. To make phrases with different lengths comparable, we partition each phrase candidate into two disjoint parts in all possible ways and derive effective features measuring their concordance.
Suppose for each word or phrase u ∈ U, we have its raw frequency f [u]. Its probability p(u) is defined as:
Given a phrase v ∈ P, we split it into two most-likely subunits u l , ur such that pointwise mutual information is minimized. Pointwise mutual information quantifies the discrepancy between the probability of their true collocation and the presumed collocation under independence assumption. Mathematically,
With u l , ur , we directly use the pointwise mutual information as one of the concordance features.
Another feature is also from information theory, called pointwise Kullback-Leibler divergence:
The additional p(v) is multiplied with pointwise mutual information, leading to less bias towards rare-occurred phrases.
Both features are positively correlated with concordance.
Informativeness Features
Some candidates are unlikely to be informative because they are functional or stopwords. We incorporate the following stopword-based features into the classification process:
• Whether stopwords are located at the beginning or the end of the phrase candidate;
which requires a dictionary of stopwords. Phrases that begin or end with stopwords, such as 'I am', are often functional rather than informative. A more generic feature is to measure the informativeness based on corpus statistics:
• Average inverse document frequency (IDF) computed over words;
where IDF for a word w is computed as
It is a traditional information retrieval measure of how much information a word provides in order to retrieve a small subset of documents from a corpus. In general, quality phrases are expected to have not too small average IDF.
In addition to word-based features, punctuation is frequently used in text to aid interpretations of specific concept or idea. This information is helpful for our task. Specifically, we adopt the following feature:
• Punctuation: probabilities of a phrase in quotes, brackets or capitalized; higher probability usually indicates more likely a phrase is informative.
Besides these features, many other signals like knowledgebase entities and part-of-speech tagging can be plugged into the feature set. They are less generic quality estimators and require more training or external resources. It is easy to incorporate these features in our framework when they are available.
Classifier
Our framework can work with arbitrary classifiers that can be effectively trained with small labeled data and output a probabilistic score between 0 and 1. For instance, we can adopt random forest [8] which is efficient to train with a small number of labels. The ratio of positive predictions among all decision trees can be interpreted as a phrase's quality estimation. In experiments we will see that 200-300 labels are enough to train a satisfactory classifier.
Just as we have mentioned, both quality phrases and inferior ones are required as labels for training. To further reduce the labeling effort, some machine learning ideas like PU-learning [22] can be applied to automatically retrieve negative labels. Active learning [33] is another popular mechanism to substantially reduce the number of labels required via iterative training. Moreover, it is possible to train a transferable model on one document collection and adapt it to the target corpus. We plan to explore these directions in future work.
Finally, it's noteworthy that in order to extract features efficiently we have designed an adapted Aho-Corasick Automaton to rapidly locate occurrences of phrases in the corpus. Please refer to the appendix for details about this part.
Phrasal Segmentation
The discussion in Example 1 points out the limitations of using only raw frequency counts. Instead, we ought to examine the context of every word sequence's occurrence and decide whether to count it as a phrase, as introduced in Example 2. The segmentation directly addresses the completeness requirement, and indirectly helps with the concordance requirement via rectified frequency. Here we propose an efficient phrasal segmentation method to compute rectified frequency of each phrase. We will see that combined with aforementioned phrase quality estimation, bad phrases with high raw frequency get removed as their rectified frequencies approach zero.
Furthermore, rectified phrase frequencies can be fed back to generate additional features and improve the phrase quality estimation. This will be discussed in the next subsection.
We now propose the phrasal segmentation model integrated with the aforementioned phrase quality Q. Given a word sequence C, and a segmentation S = s1 . . . sm induced by boundary index sequence B = {b1, . . . , bm+1}, where st = w [b t ,b t+1 ) , the joint probability is factorized as:
where
is the probability of observing a word sequence w [b t ,b t+1 ) as the t-th quality segment. As segments of a word sequence usually have weak dependence on each other, we assume they are generated one by one for the sake of both efficiency and simplicity. We now describe the generative model for each segment. Given the start index bt of a segment st, we first generate the end index bt+1, according to a prior distribution p(|st| = bt+1 − bt) over phrase lengths. Then we generate the word sequence w [b t ,b t+1 ) according to a multinomial distribution over all segments of length (bt+1 − bt). Finally, we generate an indicator whether w [b t ,b t+1 ) forms a quality segment according to its quality p(
We formulate its probabilistic factorization as follows:
The length prior p(|st| = bt+1 − bt) is explicitly modeled to counter the bias to longer segments as they result in fewer segments. The particular form of p(|st|) we pick is:
Here α ∈ R + is a factor called segment length penalty. If α < 1, phrases with longer length have larger value of p(|st|). If α > 1, the mass of p(|st|) moves towards shorter phrases. Smaller α favors longer phrases and results in fewer segments. Tuning its value turns out to be a trade-off between precision and recall for recognizing quality phrases. At the end of this subsection we will discuss how to estimate its value by reusing labels in Sec. 4.2. It is worth mentioning that such segment length penalty is also discussed by Li et al. [23] . Our formulation differs from theirs by posing a weaker penalty on long phrases.
We denote p(w [b t ,b t+1 ) |st|) with θw [b t ,b t+1 ) for convenience. For a given corpus C with D documents, we need to estimate θu = p(u |u|) for each frequent word and phrase u ∈ U , and infer segmentation S. We employ the maximum a posteriori principle and maximize the joint probability of the corpus:
Algorithm 2: Dynamic Programming (DP) Input: Word sequence C = w1w2 . . . wn, phrase quality Q, normalized frequency θ, segment length penalty α. Output: Optimal segmentation S. h0 ← 1, hi ← 0 (0 < i ≤ n) denote ω as the maximum phrase length
Algorithm 3: Viterbi Training (VT)
Input: Corpus C, phrase quality Q, length penalty α. Output: θ. initialize θ with normalized raw frequencies in the corpus while not converge do
To find the best segmentation to maximize Eq. (3), one can use efficient dynamic programming (DP) if θ is known. The algorithm is shown in Alg. 2.
To learn θ, we employ an optimization strategy called Viterbi Training (VT) or Hard-EM in the literature [3] . Generally speaking, VT is an efficient and iterative way of parameter learning for probabilistic models with hidden variables. In our case, given corpus C, it searches for a segmentation that maximizes p(S, C|Q, θ, α) followed by coordinate ascent on parameters θ. Such a procedure is iterated until a stationary point has been reached. The corresponding algorithm is given in Alg. 3.
The hard E-step is performed by DP with θ fixed, and the M-step is based on the segmentation obtained from DP. Once the segmentation S is fixed, the closed-form solution of θu can be derived as:
where 1 denotes the identity indicator. We can see that θu is the rectified frequency of u normalized by the total 
frequencies of the segments with length |u|. For this reason, we name θ normalized rectified frequency.
Note that Soft-EM (i.e., Bawm-Welch algorithm [6] ) can also be applied to find a maximum likelihood estimator of θ. Nevertheless, VT is more suitable in our case because:
1. VT uses DP for the segmentation step, which is significantly faster than Bawm-Welch using forward-backward algorithm for the E-step;
2. Majority of the phrases get removed as their θ approaches 0 during iterations, which further speeds up our algorithm.
It has also been reported in [3] that VT converges faster and results in sparser and simpler models for Hidden Markov Model-like tasks. Meanwhile, VT is capable of correctly recovering most of the parameters. Previously in Eq. (2) we have defined the formula of segment length penalty. There is a hyper-parameter α that needs to be determined outside the VT iterations. An overestimate α will segment quality phrases into shorter parts, while an underestimate of α tends to keep low-quality phrases. Thus an appropriate α reflects the user's trade-off between precision and recall. To judge what α value is reasonable, we propose to reuse the labeled phrases used in the phrase quality estimation. Specifically, we try to search for the maximum value of α such that VT does not segment positive phrases. A parameter r0 named non-segmented ratio controls the trade-off mentioned above. It is the expected ratio of phrases in L not partitioned by dynamic programming. The detailed searching process is described in Alg. 4 where we initially set upper and lower bounds of α and then perform a binary search. In Alg. 4, |S| denotes the number of segments in S and |L| refers to the number of positive labels.
Feedback as Segmentation Features
Rectified frequencies can help refine the feature generation process in Sec. 4.2 and improve the quality assessment. The motivation behind this feedback idea is explained with the examples shown in Table 2 . 'Quality before feedback' listed in the table is computed based on phrase quality estimation introduced in Sec. 4.2. For example, the quality of 'np hard in the strong' is significantly overestimated according to the raw frequency. Once we correctly segment the documents, its frequency will be largely reduced, and we can use it to guide the quality estimator. For another example, The quality of phrases like 'data stream management system' were originally underestimated due to its relatively lower frequency and smaller concordance feature values. Suppose after the segmentation, this phrase is not broken into smaller units in most cases. Then we can feed that information back to the quality estimator and boost the score.
Based on this intuition, we design two new features named segmentation features and plug them into the feature set introduced in Sec. 4.2. Given a phrase v ∈ P, these two segmentation features are defined as:
where p(S, v) is computed by Eq. (1). Instead of splitting a phrase into two parts like the concordance features, we now find the best segmentation with dynamic programming introduced in the phrasal segmentation, which better models the concordance criterion. In addition, normalized rectified frequencies are used to compute these new features. This addresses the context-dependent completeness requirements. As a result, misclassified phrase candidates in the above example can get mostly corrected after retraining the classifier, as shown in Table 2 .
A better phrase quality estimator can guide a better segmentation as well. In this way, the loop between the quality estimation and phrasal segmentation is closed and such an integrated framework is expected to leverage mutual enhancement and address all the four phrase quality requirements organically.
Note that we do not need to run quality estimation and phrasal segmentation for many iterations. In our experiments, the benefits brought by rectified frequency can penetrate after the first iteration, leaving performance curves over the next several iterations similar. It will be shown in the appendix.
Complexity Analysis
Frequent Phrases Detection: Since the operation of Hash table is O(1), both the time and space complexities are O(ω|C|). ω is a small constant indicating the maximum phrase length, so this step is linear to the size of corpus |C|. Feature Extraction: When extracting features, the most challenging problem is how to efficiently locate these phrase candidates in the original corpus, because the original texts are crucial for finding the punctuation and capitalization information. Instead of using some dictionaries to store all the occurrences, we take the advantage of the Aho-Corasick Automaton algorithm and tailor it to find all the occurrences of phrase candidates (some prefix issues are addressed by the adapted version in the appendix). The time complexity is O(|C| + |P|) and space complexity O(|P|), where |P| refers to the total number of frequent phrase candidates. As the length of each candidate is limited by a constant ω, O(|P|) = O(|C|), so the complexity is O(|C|) in both time and space. Phrase Quality Estimation: As we only labeled a very small set of phrase candidates, as long as the number and depth of decision trees in the random forest are some constant, the training time for the classifier is very small compared to other parts. For the prediction stage, it is proportional to the size of phrase candidates and the dimensions of features. Therefore, it could be O(|C|) in both time and space, although the actual magnitude might be smaller. Viterbi Training: It is easy to observe that Alg. 2 is O(nω), which is linear to the number of words. ω is treated as a constant, and thus the VT process is also O(|C|) considering Alg. 3 ususally finishes in a few iterations. Penalty Learning: Suppose we only require a constant to check the convergence of the binary search. Then after log2 200 rounds, the algorithm converges. So the number of loops could be treated as a constant. Because VT takes O(|C|) time, Penalty learning also takes O(|C|) time. Summary. Because the time and space complexities of all components in our framework are O(|C|), our proposed framework has a linear time and space complexities and is thus very efficient. Furthermore, the most time consuming parts, including penalty learning and VT, could be easily parallelized because of the nature of independence between documents and sentences.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methods in mining quality phrases and generating accurate segmentation. More complete experiments regarding parameter selection and case studies are reported in the appendix. We begin with the description of datasets.
Datasets
Two real-world data sets were used in the experiments and detailed statistics are summarized in Table 3 .
• The Academia dataset 2 is a collection of major computer science journals and proceedings. We use both titles and abstracts in our experiments.
• The Yelp dataset 3 provides reviews of 250 businesses. Each individual review is considered as a document. 
Compared Methods
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we compared the following phrase extraction methods.
• TF-IDF ranks phrases by the product of their raw frequencies and inverse document frequencies;
• C-Value proposes a ranking measure based on frequencies of a phrase used as parts of their super-phrases following a top-down scheme;
• ConExtr approaches phrase extraction as a market-baskets problem based on an assumption about relationship between n-gram and prefix/suffix (n − 1)-gram;
• KEA 4 is a supervised keyphrase extraction method for long documents. To apply this method in our setting, we consider the whole corpus as a single document;
• TopMine 5 is a topical phrase extraction method. We use its phrase mining module for comparison;
• ClassPhrase ranks phrases based on their estimated qualities (removing step 3-5 from our framework);
• SegPhrase combines ClassPhrase with phrasal segmentation to filter overestimated phrases based on normalized rectified frequency (removing step 4 from our framework);
• SegPhrase+ is similar to SegPhrase but adds segmentation features to refine quality estimation. It contains the full procedures presented in Sec. 4.
The first two methods utilize NLP chunking to obtain phrase candidates. We use the JATE 6 implementation of the first two methods, i.e., TF-IDF and C-Value. Both of them rely on OpenNLP 7 as the linguistic processor to detect phrase candidates in the corpus. The rest methods are all based on frequent n-grams and the runtime is dramatically reduced. The last three methods are variations of our proposed method.
It is also worth mentioning that JATE contains several more implemented methods including Weirdness [1] . They are not reported here due to their unsatisfactory performance compared to the baselines listed above.
Experimental Setting
We set minimum phrase support τ as 30 and maximum phrase length ω as 6, which are two parameters required by all methods. Other parameters required by baselines were set according to the open source tools or the original papers.
For our proposed methods, training labels for phrases were collected by sampling representative phrase candidates from groups of phrases pre-clustered on the normalized feature space by k-means. We labeled research areas, tasks, algorithms and other scientific terms in the Academia dataset as quality phrases. Some examples are 'divide and conquer', 'np complete' and 'relational database'. For the Yelp dataset, restaurants, dishes, cities and other related concepts are labeled to be positive. In contrast, phrases like 'under certain assumptions', 'many restaurants' and 'last night' were labeled as negative. We down-sample low quality phrases because they are dominant over quality phrases. The number of training labels in our experiments are reported in Table 3 . To automatically learn the value of segment length penalty, we set the non-segmented ratio r0 in Alg. 4 as 1.0 for Academia dataset and 0.95 for Yelp dataset. The selection of this parameter will be discussed in detail later in this section. To make outputs returned by different methods comparable, we converted all the phrase candidates to lower case and merged plural with singular phrases. The phrase lists generated by these methods have different size, and the tail of the lists are low quality. For the simplicity of comparison, we discarded low-ranked phrases based on the minimum size among all phrase lists except ConExtr. ConExtr returns all phrases without ranking. Thus we did not remove its phrases. The remaining size of each list is still reasonably large (> 40,000).
Evaluation
The goal of our experiments is to study how well our methods perform in terms of "precision" and "recall" and compare with baselines. Precision is defined as the number of quality phrases divided by the number of phrase candidates. Recall is defined as the number of quality phrases divided by the total number of quality phrases. Wiki Phrases: The first set of experiments were conducted by using Wikipedia phrases as ground truth labels. Wiki phrases refer to popular mentions of entities by crawling intraWiki citations within Wiki content. To compute precision, only the Wiki phrases are considered to be positive. For recall, we combine Wiki phrases returned by different methods altogether and view them as all quality phrases. Precision and recall are biased in this case because positive labels are restricted to Wiki phrases. However, we still expect to obtain meaningful insights regarding the performance difference between the proposed and baselines. Pooling: Besides Wiki phrases, we rely on human evaluators to judge whether the rest of the candidates are good. We randomly sampled k Wiki-uncovered phrases from the returned candidates of each method mentioned at Sec. 5.2. These sampled phrases formed a pool and each of them was then evaluated by 3 reviewers independently. The reviewers could use a popular search engine for the candidates (thus helping reviewers judge the quality of phrases that they were not familiar with). We took the majority of the opinions and used these results to evaluate the methods on how precise the returned quality phrases are. Throughout the experiments we set k = 500.
Results
Precision-recall curves of different methods evaluated by both Wiki phrases and pooling phrases are shown in Fig. 1 . The trends on both datasets are similar.
Among the existing work, the chunking-based methods, such as TF-IDF and C-Value, have the best performance; ConExtr reduces to a dot in the figure since its output does not provide the ranking information. Our proposed method, SegPhrase+, outperforms them significantly. More specifically, SegPhrase+ can achieve a higher recall while its precision is maintained at a satisfactory level. That is, many more quality phrases can be found by SegPhrase+ than baselines. Under a given recall, precision of our method is higher in most of the time.
For variant methods within our framework, it is surprising that ClassPhrase could perform competitively to the chunking-based methods like TF-IDF. Note that the latter requires large amounts of pre-training for good phrase chunking. However, ClassPhrase's precision at the tail is slightly worse than TF-IDF on Academia dataset evaluated by Wiki phrases. We also observe a significant difference between SegPhrase and ClassPhrase, indicating phrasal segmentation plays a crucial role to address the completeness requirement. In fact, SegPhrase already beats ClassPhrase and baselines. Moreover, SegPhrase+ improves the performance of SegPhrase, because of the use of phrasal segmentation results as additional features.
An interesting observation is that the advantage of our method is more significant on the pooling evaluations. The phrases in the pool are not covered by Wiki, indicating that Wikipedia is not a complete source of quality phrases. However, our proposed methods, including SegPhrase+, SegPhrase, and ClassPhrase, can mine out most of them (more than 80%) and keep a very high level of precision, especially on the Academia dataset. Therefore, the evaluation results on the pooling phrases suggest that our methods not only detect the well-known Wiki phrases, but also work properly for the long tail phrases which might occur not so frequently.
From the result on Yelp dataset evaluated by pooling phrases, we notice that SegPhrase+ is a little weaker than SegPhrase at the head. As we know, SegPhrase+ has tried to utilize phrasal segmentation results from SegPhrase to refine the phrase quality estimator. However, segmentation features do not add new information for bigrams. If there are not many quality phrases with more than two words, SegPhrase+ might not have significant improvement and even can perform slightly worse due to the overfitting problem by reusing the same set of labeled phrases. This overfitting problem has been verified in the appendix regarding the iterative SegPhrase+ experiments. In fact, on Academia dataset, the ratios of quality phrases with more than 2 words are 24% among all Wiki phrases and 17% among pooling phrases. In contrast, these statistics go down to to 13% and 10% on Yelp dataset, which verifies our conjecture and explains why SegPhrase+ has slightly lower precision than SegPhrase at the head.
Model Selection
The goal of model selection is to study how well our methods perform in terms of "precision" and "recall" on various candidate models with different parameters. We specifically want to study two potentially interesting questions:
• How many labels do we need to achieve good results of phrase quality estimation? • How to choose non-segmented ratio r0 for deciding segment length penalty?
Experiments for other parameters are provided in the appendix due to the space limit.
Number of Labels
To evaluate the impact of training data size on the phrase quality estimation, we focus on studying the classification performance of ClassPhrase. Table 4 shows the results evaluated among phrases with positive predictions (i.e., {v ∈ P : Qv ≥ 0.5). With different numbers of labels, we report the precision, recall and F1 score judged by human evaluators (Pooling). The number of correctly predicted Wiki phrases is also provided together with the total number of positive phrases predicted by the classifier. From these results, we observe that the performance of the classifier becomes better as the number of labels increases. Specifically, on both datasets, the recall rises up as the number of labels increases, while the precision goes down. The reason is the down-sampling of low quality phrases in the training data. Overall, the F1 score is monotonically increasing, which indicates that more labels may result in better performance. 300 labels are enough to train a satisfactory classifier. 
Non-segmented Ratio
The non-segmented ratio r0 is designed for learning segment length penalty, which further controls the precision and recall phrasal segmentation. Empirically, under higher r0, the segmentation process will favor longer phrases, and vice versa. We show experimental results in Table 5 for models with different values of r0. The evaluation measures are similar to the previous setting but they are computed based on the results of SegPhrase. One can observe that the precision increases with lower r0, while the recall decreases. It is because phrases are more likely to be segmented into words by lower r0. High r0 is generally preferred because we should preserve most positive phrases in training data. We select r0 = 1.00 and 0.95 for Academia and Yelp datasets respectively, because quality phrases are shorter in Yelp dataset than in Academia dataset. 
Computational Complexity Study
The following execution time experiments were all conducted on a machine with 20 cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz. Our framework is mainly implemented in C++ while a small part of preprocessing is in Python. As shown in Fig. 3 , the linear curves of total runtime of SegPhrase+ on different proportions of data verifies our linear time complexity analyzed in Sec. 4 Besides, the pies in Fig. 4 show the ratios of different components of our framework. One can observe that Feature Extraction and Phrasal Segmentation occupy most of the runtime. Fortunately, almost all components of our frameworks can be parallelized, such as Feature Extraction, Phrasal Segmentation and Quality Estimation, which are the most expensive parts of execution time. It is because sentences can be proceeded one by one without any impact on each other. Therefore, our methods could be very efficient for massive corpus using parallel and distributed techniques. Here we do not compare the runtime with other baselines because they are implemented by different programming languages and some of them further rely on various third-party packages. Among existing implementations, our method is empirically one of the fastest.
Feature Contribution
We conducted experiments to show the contributions of different features in the classifier of SegPhrase+ in Fig. 2 . Feature contributions are determined by aggregating mean squared errors for nodes in decision trees of the random forest classifier. Generally speaking, we can observe that the contributions of features in different aspects vary for two datasets. As the Yelp dataset is noisier and less formal compared to the Academia dataset, the stopword and IDF features are more important in Yelp, whereas the concordance and segmentation features are more important in Academia. Also, due to the subjectivity in Yelp review data, its punctuation feature is less significant. Fig. 2 indicates that supervision is necessary for phrase quality assessment. Meanwhile, it suggests our proposed criteria for judging phrase quality is reasonable since each feature can be a strong signal of the final phrase quality in certain datasets. 
Case Study
Previous experiments are focused on evaluating phrase quality quantitatively. In this subsection, we show two case studies based on applications taking segmented corpora as input. Recall that the segmented corpus is the other output of the proposed phrase mining framework. In the appendix, we provide a fraction of the ranked phrase list produced by our framework.
Interesting Phrase Mining
The first application is to mine interesting phrases in a subset of given corpus. Interesting phrases are defined to be phrases frequent in the subset C but relatively infrequent in the overall corpus C [5, 17, 28] . Given a phrase v, its interestingness is measured by f req(v, C ) · purity(v, C , C) = f req(v, C ) 2 /f req(v, C), which considers both phrase frequency and purity in the subset.
We list a fraction of interesting phrases in Table 6 mined from papers published in SIGMOD and SIGKDD confer- The first one relies on dynamic programming using phrase quality estimated by SegPhrase+. The other is based on the phrase chunking method adopted in JATE, which is further used to detect phrase candidates for TF-IDF and C-Value methods. To be fair, we only show phrases extracted by SegPhrase+, TF-IDF and C-Value methods in the table. Because TF-IDF and C-Value perform similarly and they both rely on the chunking method, we merge their phrases and report mining results in one column named 'Chunking'. Phrases in SegPhrase+ but missing in the chunking results are highlighted in purple (red vice versa). One can observe that the interesting phrases mined by SegPhrase+ based on the segmentation result are more meaningful and the improvement is significant. Relatively speaking, phrases mined from the chunking method are of inferior quality. Therefore, many of them are not covered by SegPhrase+. For more experimental results regarding this application, readers can refer to the appendix.
Word/Phrase Similarity Search
With a segmented corpus, one could train a model to learn distributed vector representations of words and phrases [27] . Using this technique, words and phrases are mapped into a vector space such that semantically similar words and phrases have similar vector representations. It helps other text mining algorithms to achieve better performance by grouping similar units. The quality of the learned vector representation is closely related to the quality of the input segmented corpus. Accurate segmentation results in good vector representation and this performance gain is usually evaluated by comparing similarity scores between word/phrase pairs. To be specific, one could compute top-k similar words or phrases given a query and compare the ranked lists. We use this to verify the utility of both quality phrase mining and quality segmentation. We show the results in Table 7 from SegPhrase+ and the chunking method mentioned in the previous interesting phrase mining application. Queries were chosen to be capable of showing the difference between the two methods for both Academia and Yelp datasets. Distributed representations were learned through an existing tool [27] and ranking scores were computed based on cosine similarity. Additional comparisons are provided in the appendix.
From the table, one can easily tell that the rank list from SegPhrase+ carries more sense than that from phrase chunking. One of the possible reasons is that chunking method only detects noun phrases in the corpus, providing less accurate information of phrase occurrences than SegPhrase+ to the vector representation learning algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced a novel framework for extracting quality phrases from text corpora. The framework is data-driven and requires only limited training to achieve outstanding performance. The key idea is to rectify the raw frequency of phrases which misleads quality estimation. We develop a segmentation-integrated approach for this purpose, which significantly boosts the final quality of extracted phrases. It is the first work to explore the mutual benefit of phrase extraction and phrasal segmentation. By intergrating them, this work addresses a fundamental limitation of phrase mining and empowers widespread applications. Meanwhile, the method is scalable: both computation time and required space grow linearly as corpus size increases.
A number of open problems need to be solved to allow further development of the proposed phrase mining framework. One direction is to investigate reducing the number of training labels. The current framework requires the model to be trained by 300 labeled phrases. It would be preferable if a transferable model can be pretrained on general document collection and adapt itself to the target corpus. An alternative is to use a domain-independent phrase collection as the training source. Overlapped phrases are first identified and then used to serve as the positive labels. Another direction is to replace Viterbi Training by other parameter estimation approaches to further improve the phrasal segmentation. For instance, one can find top-k best segmentations instead of one for each text snippet. This is less deterministic than the current design but consumes more computational power. Finally, it is now possible to reconsider many text data management problems with this technique. For example, text can be represented by bag of phrases instead of words. The best way to exploit this representation is open for exploration. 
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APPENDIX 8.1 Adapted Aho-Corasick Automaton
The Aho-Corasick Automaton is similar to the data structure Trie, which could utilize the common prefix to save the memory usage and also make the process more efficient. It also computes the field "failed" referring to the node which could continue the matching process. In this paper, we adopt standard Aho-Corasick Automaton definition and construction process. Algorithm 5 introduced a "while" loop to fix the Algorithm 5: Locating using Aho-Corasick Automaton Input: The Aho-Corasick Automaton root, the corpus string C. Output: All occurrences of phrases in the automaton O. O ← ∅ u ← root for i ← 1 to |C| do while u = root and Table) 192.71s 366.67s issues brought by prefix (i.e., there might be some phrase candidates which are the prefix of the others), which is slightly different from the traditional matching process and could help us find all occurrences of the phrase candidates in the corpus in a linear time. An alternative way is to adopt the hash table. However, one should carefully choose the hash function for hash tale and the theoretical time complexity of hash table is not exactly linear. For the comparison, we implemented a hash table approach using the unordered map in C++, while the Aho-Corasick Automaton was coded in C++ too. The results can be found in Table 8 We can see that Aho-Corasick Automaton is slightly better because of its exact linear complexity and less memory overhead.
Convergence Study of Viterbi Training
Our time complexity analysis in Sec. 4.5 assumes Viterbi Training in Alg. 3 converges in few iterations. Here we verify this through empirical studies. From Table 9 , VT converges extremely fast on both datasets. This owes to the good initialization based on raw frequency as well as the particular property of Viterbi Training discussed in Sec. 4.3.
Iterations of SegPhrase+
SegPhrase+ involves only one iteration of re-estimating phrase quality using normalized rectified frequency from phrasal segmentation. Here we show the performance of SegPhrase+ with more iterations in Fig. 5 based on humanlabeled phrases. For comparison, we also report performance of ClassPhrase+ which is similar with ClassPhrase but contains segmentation feature generated by results of phrasal segmentation from the last iteration.
We can see that the benefits brought by rectified frequency can be fully digested within the first iteration, leaving F1 scores over the next several iterations close. One can also observe a slight performance decline over the next two iterations especially for the top-1000 phrases. Recall that we are reusing training labels for each iteration. Then this decline can be well explained by overfitting because segmentation features added by later iterations become less meaningful. Meanwhile, more meaningless features will undermine the classification power of random forest. Based on this, we can conclude that there is no need to do the phrase quality re-estimation multiple times.
Experiments on Larger Datasets
Since both Yelp and Academia dataset are relatively small in file size, we additionally tested our framework's running time on a larger data set composed of all Wikipedia articles as well as its performance considering all Wiki phrases to be ground truth. The statistics of Wikipedia dataset is shown in the following table and one can verify the linearality of computational complexity compared with previous experiments on Academia and Yelp reported in Table 10 . The column #wiki shows the number of correctly predicted Wiki phrases of SegPhrase+. The precision-recall curves are reported in Fig. 6 . Similar patterns can be observed compared to Fig. 1 that SegPhrase+ beats the other two proposed baselines and integration of phrasal segmentation with phrase mining boosts performance a lot. We show comparisons between SegPhrase+ and TopMine in Table 11 . TopMine approaches phrase mining based on raw frequency as well as document context following a bottom-up fashion. Such formulation can be interpreted as a greedy segmentation by iteratively merging most correlated units in a sentence. Such a greedy segmentation is not optimal compared to our segmentation framework using dynamic programming. Moreover, TopMine removes stopwords before greedy segmentation. This loses important information Table 12 . The results are basically similar but we can notice that phrases generated based on SegPhrase+'s segmentation are better in quality than SegPhrase's.
Relevant Word/Phrase Mining (More)
We show comparisons between SegPhrase+ and TopMine in Table 13 , SegPhrase+ and SegPhrase in Table 14 . From these two tables one can tell that SegPhrase+ beats TopMine while behaves similar to SegPhrase. This is reasonable because we are only listing the most similar words/phrases. As SegPhrase+ and SegPhrase are sharing the same phrasal segmentation module, the differences among top-ranked phrases will not be significant.
Case Study of Quality Phrases
We show some phrases from ranking lists generated by ClassPhrase, SegPhrase and SegPhrase+ in Table 15 . In general, phrase quality drops with number goes up. ClassPhrase always performs the worst among the three methods. SegPhrase+ is slightly better than SegPhrase, which is noticeable for phrases ranked after 20,000. It's worth mentioning that the minimum sizes of phrase lists are 50,577 and 42,989 for two datasets respectively.
Error Analysis
We analyze of errors of SegPhrase+ from the aspects of false positive and false negative.
• False positive (reflected in precision): Through our studies, phrases with poor quality are mistakenly predicted as good ones due to the fixed collocation among words. For example, 'experiments are conducted' gets 0.88 quality score and 'at the network layer' gets 0.77. Such cases become more frequent when the phrases are close to the bottom of the ranking list.
• False negative (reflected in recall): Quality phrases are underestimated because their frequencies in the corpus is significantly lower than those of their sub-components. For example, 'topic model's score is 0.44, compared to 'topic modeling' which gets 0.72. As 'topic' and 'model' are both very frequent in the corpus, it is more difficult for 'topic model' to be predicted as quality phrase.
Based on the above error analysis, there are three inspired directions to improve the model. The first is to modify the quality estimator by incorporating syntactic features obtained from a pre-trained POS tagger. The second is to improve the viterbi training module in phrasal segmentation. One alternative is to find top-k segmentations instead of the best one given a text snippet. This is less deterministic in performing segmentation than the current design but consumes more computational power. Meanwhile, segment length penalty can be designed in a more sophisticated way by dynamically changing its value based on the local context instead of setting a global value. However, this will inevitably require more labels or predefined rules. The third aspect is to do normalization on words in the corpus such as stemming. This may merge 'topic modeling' and 'topic model' and make their predictions consistent. 
